ASSAM SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
ELECTRONICS & ICT ACADEMY
IIT GUWAHATI
ORGANIZES A 6-WEEK ONLINE TRAINING CUM INTERNSHIP PROGRAM ON
ROBOTICS FUNDAMENTALS
(UNDER TEQIP-III)

DATE-STARTING FROM AUGUST 10, 2020
ONLINE PLATFORM
REGISTRATION LINK-
HTTPS://FORMS.GLE/LVQ8GTKH8O4YQBWQ6

RESOURCE PERSONS
PROF. UDAY SHANKER DIXIT, DEPTT OF MECHANICAL ENGG. IIT GUWAHATI
SHRI DINESH PONNUSWAMY, LEAD TRAINER (ROBOTICS), RITVIJ BHARAT PVT. LTD.

GUEST SPEAKER
DR. JITENDRA PRASAD KHATAIT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPTT. OF MECHANICAL ENGG. IIT DELHI

TARGET PARTICIPANTS
B.TECH 6TH SEMESTER STUDENTS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING BRANCHES

*LIMITED REGISTRATION